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Have rules been made to be broken? 

Have you never broken a rule? I do it quite often and lots of successful people do it too. 
What’s wrong? Are we all scammers? Are we all just bad people? 

Being able to surf troubles and reach the goal is an essential skill of the know-how: the 
ability to visualise possible scenarios and make the right moves, one after another. In a 
business environment we can’t control all variables, and above that there are several 
rules to attend to. How can we be effective in achieving goals in a highly competitive, 
troubled environment? 
Does goal setting allows us to keep slots of time to proceed safely? Nowadays we are 
all pressured between conflicting and highly demanding tasks to accomplish and 
targets to be achieve, yet time is never enough. 

 What is the role of rules? Having rules implies everyone can act purposefully, faster and safer. 
Without rules we need to check, negotiate and contract every step before proceeding. With a common 
rules framework everyone would be conscious about what can happen. Then breaking rules could be a 
criminal offence.  
 Yes, breaking common rules means acting in an antisocial manner and then being condemned. 
That’s what improves the human society. Regulation serves to live with mutual respect avoiding problems. 

 Notwithstanding that there are instances in which breaking rules is a “must” to achieve targets. The 
issue is: how many problems do breaking rules imply to others? Breaking rules and thereby creating 
problems to someone else is unacceptable and must be censured. 
 But there are situations in which rules do not work properly and breaking 
them does not cause any hassle to people around us. This situation is what we 
can call a positive rule’s breaking. People who own a Know-How manage 
effectiveness in spite of troubles, then sometimes they keep breaking some rule 
to overcome troubles. When it occurs like positive rule’s breaking it is not 
censurable. 

 Some weeks ago I experienced a flight trouble. We all were ready at the gate when a delay was 
announced. When I arrived at the gate they insisted I stow my bag in the van. I complained about it: I 
already risked losing the flight connection and to wait for baggage delivery would definitely make me late 
at the gate. Regardless, they labelled my bag to be kept by luggage people at the plane.  
 Here was my idea: I cannot lose the international flight for a stupid application of a stupid rule! So 
walking to the plane I removed the label thus avoiding having to leave my bag at the luggage van. As soon 
we landed I ran like crazy to get the next flight, and I made it!  My heart was beating hard (I’m not that 
young), but I achieved my goal! 
 Yes, I broke the rule, I acted as a scammer but it allowed me to avoid a big problem. The difference 
matters: no one was hassled by the rule’s breach that I did. These are situations in which to break 
prescriptions isn’t bad, it’s a must. 

 Be able to break the rule at the right time to overcome 
external, undue troubles, not just to get benefits even creating 
problems to others, helps to succeed in spite of the adverse 
environment. 
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